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Expression Patterns of the Human Ribosomal Protein 
Genes eL14 and uS19 in Colon Cancer is Dependent on the 
Type and Stage of the Cancer Cell  
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Association of ribosomal protein genes with cancer of the colon and rectum is widely 
known but not in depth. More importantly, the behaviors of these genes in different 
types and stages of the cancer are yet to be fully demonstrated. Herein we report the 
study of two ribosomal protein (RP) genes in cell lines derived from different sites and 
stages of colon cancer. Specifically, we analyzed the expression pattern of eL14 and 
uS19 in HCT116 and SW480 cell lines. These two RP genes, although associated with a 
wide variety of cancer types [1-5], are poorly or have not been studied in colorectal 
cancer.  HCT116 is a poorly differentiated colorectal carcinoma cell line derived from the 
metastatic cells of the ascending colon, while SW480 is a moderately differentiated non-
metastatic colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line from the descending colon [6]. Semi-
quantitative reverse transcription – polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) approach 
together with Students’ t-test validation were used to evaluation expression level.   
 
Our results showed that eL14 expression is detected in the colorectal carcinoma cell line 
(HCT116) but not in the colorectal carcinoma cell line (SW480) (Figure 1), while expression 
of uS19 was present in both HCT116 and SW480 cell lines (Figure 2). For uS19, expression 
in HCT116 was significantly higher compared to SW480 (p-value of 0.026).   
 

 

Figure 1. Expression pattern of eL14 in 
HCT116 and SW480 cell lines. (A), 
Electrophoretic results of RT-PCR assay (Lane 
M: DNA Ladder, lanes 1 and 2: GAPDH 
amplicons in HCT116, lanes 3 and 4: eL14 
amplicons in HCT116, lanes 5 and 6: GAPDH 
amplicons in SW480, lanes 7 and 8: eL14 
amplicons in SW480, and lanes 9 and 10 are 
negative controls of eL14 test for HCT116 and 
SW480 respectively. (B), Column chart of 
mean band intensity value with error bar. The 
y-axis represents band intensity values, and the 
x-axis is the type of cell lines. 
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Figure 2. Expression pattern of uS19 in 
HCT116 and SW480 cell lines. (A), 
Electrophoretic results of RT-PCR assay 
(Lanes 1 and 2: GAPDH amplicons in SW480, 
lanes 3 and 4: uS19 amplicons in SW480, 
lanes 5 and 6: GAPDH amplicons in HCT116, 
lanes 7 and 8: uS19 amplicons in HCT116, and 
lanes 9 and 10 are negative controls of uS19 
test for HCT116 and SW480 respectively. (B), 
Column chart of mean band intensity value 
with error bar. The y-axis represents band 
intensity values, and the x-axis is the types of 
cell line. 

 
Our findings on eL14 and uS19 suggest a marked or elevated expression in metastatic rather 
than non-metastatic cells. Specifically, eL14 and uS19 were highly expressed in the poorly 
differentiated metastatic colorectal carcinoma cell line, HCT116. In the moderately 
differentiated colorectal adenocarcinoma non-metastatic cell line, SW480, eL14 was not 
detected, and uS19 was expressed but at a significantly lower level compared to HCT116.
Although differential expression of up to 18 RPs in tumour cell lines of the same origin but 
different metastatic abilities has been reported [7], our study is the first to demonstrate this 
behavior for eL14 and uS19 in colorectal malignancy. This implies biomarker potential for 
these two RP genes in carcinogenesis of the colorectum. Nonetheless, evaluation of their 
protein levels in the tested cell lines is still required to verify our suspicion. 
 
Acknowledgment: This research is funded by the Fundamental Research Grant Scheme 
[FRGS/ST03(02)/1299/2015(16)].  
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Perceived risk and efficacy beliefs are motivators of change in health behaviours to minimise 
risk from developing a disease. Nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) refers to nose and throat 
cancer where it is among the top five cancers in Malaysia based on the latest National 
Cancer Registry records on disease incidence. In addition, Malaysian men rank second and 
Malaysian women rank first for NPC in the world [1]. To date, research on public 
perceptions of cancer have shown some awareness of cancer but not specifically on NPC and 
thus far, studies on NPC in Malaysia focus mainly on the clinical perspectives of the disease. 
 
In order to obtain a better understanding of perceived risk and severity of NPC, it is 
necessary to study public perceptions in the context of other diseases, particularly infectious 
diseases of different severity such as diarrhoea and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 
infection. The present study examined perceived susceptibility and severity of diarrhoea, 
NPC and HIV infection using the risk perception attitude framework as shown in Figure 1 
[2, 3]. 
 
In the preliminary study conducted on 10 participants who do not have nasopharyngeal 
cancer and HIV diseases, participants were given three questionnaires for the three diseases 
on susceptibility, severity, response efficacy and self-efficacy. The data were analysed by 
computing frequency counts and mean scores for each item.  
 
 
Perceived 
Susceptibility  

  
Response Efficacy (i.e. 
Confidence to Take 
Action/Part) 

  
Self Efficacy (i.e. Confidence 
in Preventive Measures)    

Perceived 
Severity 

  

 
Figure 1. Framework showing the combination of perceived susceptibility and severity, 

leading to response efficacy and self-efficacy [2,3] 
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Figure 2. Perceived susceptibility of respondents to diarrhoea, NPC, and HIV infection 

 
Results revealed that perceived susceptibility to diarrhoea was the highest and HIV was the 
lowest (Figure 2). However, the severity of HIV was the highest and diarrhoea was 
considered not a serious disease. Response efficacy and self-efficacy beliefs were similar for 
the three diseases, with the participants reporting confidence to take action to reduce risk 
from the disease and confidence in the effectiveness of the measures to reduce risk. The 
classification of the participants into four groups based on the risk perception attitude 
framework shows that all except one were in the responsive group (high risk, strong 
efficacy); they exhibit high risk perceptions and strong efficacy beliefs, which means they 
are motivated to act and engage extensively in self-protective behaviours. This was true for 
all three diseases studied, irrespective of the severity of disease (HIV and NPC being more 
severe) and infectiousness of disease (diarrhoea and HIV).  
 
In conclusion, the study revealed that the participants’ health beliefs towards infectious or 
non-infectious diseases are consistent where they exhibited responsive attitudes towards 
diarrhoea, NPC and HIV. The individuals generally have high risk perceptions and strong 
efficacy beliefs. These findings are expected to help inform public health awareness 
programmes with disease-specific recommendations. An area for further research is to 
investigate the health beliefs of people who have experienced the diseases or carers who are 
in close contact with them. 
 
Acknowledgment: The authors would like to express appreciation for the support of the 
Transdisciplinary Grant Scheme [Project Number = F09/TRGS/1519/2016].  
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Energy is one of the most fundamental essential needs of life[1]. This research focuses 
on evaluation of diesel engine performance and gas emission fuelled with bioethanol -
diesel blends (BDB). Bioethanol was produced using both Ubi Gajah peels and pulp by 
acid hydrolysis. Naturally grown raw Ubi Gajah was obtained from a local village, 
Jalan Jambusan Bau, located in Sarawak, Malaysia.  
 
The Ubi Gajah pulp and peels were separated manually, chopped into smaller pieces 
and were blended using a heavy duty professional electric blender (OmniBlend V, 
imbaco, Australia).  The samples were divided equally and kept in different beakers for 
further experimentation. Acid pre-treatment was carried out by adding H2SO4 of 5% 
v/v, 10% v/v and 15% v/v into the substrate samples as prepared. The mixtures were 
autoclaved for 3 hrs and the hydrolysed solutions were then filtered, while, the glucose 
concentration in each sample solution was measured using pocket refractometers. The 
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) shows autoclaved substrate solutions of three different 
concentrations after 3hrs of hydrolysis as well as turned to reddish brown. Higher the 
concentration of acid used to soak the substrate, the darker the colour of the solution 
obtained. After filtration process, the solutions are free of impurities.  
 

 
Figure 1. Solutions of Ubi Gajah (a) Before hydrolysed (b) After Hydrolysed and 

filtered using 5%, 10% and 15 % v/v H2SO4. 
 

It is found that acid concentration is greatly affecting the glucose produced. As glucose 
concentration increases, more ethanol can be produced from fermentation process. This 
has enhanced the production of bioethanol from 83.22 g/L to 109.45 g/L and 156.65 
g/L at the end of the fermentation period. The density determined for both Ubi Gajah 
peels and pulp samples reveals that the peels sample is denser than pulp sample but 
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both samples’ temperatures are differing. Ethanol sample generally has a density that is 
easily affected by the temperature and the pressure of surroundings. Based on the gas 
emission test results, E-diesel blends emitted lower SO2 and NOX. The emission of NOX 
blends decreased with ethanol content. The increasing oxygen content from the ethanol 
can promote the formation of NOx but the maximum gas temperature is the most 
important factor of NOx formation. The decreased gas temperature caused by higher 
latent heat of vaporization of ethanol can reduce the NOx emission [2]. 
  

Table 1: Diesel Engine Performance indicators fuelled with bioethanol blends. 
Engine Performance Indicator Diesel 5% 

BDB 
10% 
BDB 

15% 
BDB 

20% 
BDB 

Torque (Nm) 36 36 36 36 36 
Fuel Consumption Rate (ml/s) 0.1009 0.104 0.1067 0.1079 0.1089 
Engine Power (kW) 0.585 0.5527 0.5053 0.4894 0.4739 
Specific Fuel Consumption 
(ml/kW) 34.188 36.186 39.5804 40.8664 42.203 

Brake Horsepower (kW) 4.2675 4.113 4.047 4.0282 4.0093 
Horsepower (kW) 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 
Mechanical Efficiency (%) 92.6268 92.8841 92.9983 93.0308 93.0635 

The performance results of diesel engine were presented in Table 1. In terms of 
mechanical efficiency, diesel blends are less efficient compared to BDB fuel. 
Mechanical efficiency was increasing when more ethanol was added to diesel fuel. 
However, ethanol-diesel blends decreased the power of diesel engine without 
modification. This will lead to an increase in the specific fuel consumption [3]. Thus, 
the higher the ethanol content, the greater the fuel consumption will be. In conjunction 
to the addition of ethanol to diesel, brake horsepower will be decreased with the 
volume of ethanol added [4]. The experimental results obtained indicates that Ubi 
Gajah is a suitable alternative feedstock source for bioethanol production. Even though 
the blending has better mechanical efficiency and cleaner gas emission, fuel 
consumption rate is high which is ineffectual. 

Acknowledgment: The authors would like to acknowledge Universiti Malaysia Sarawak for 
providing the technical and financial assistance during this work under the grant 
F02/SpFRGS/1538/2017.  
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Currently, jute fiber reinforced polymer composites have been widely used in various 
industries [1]. Due to the hydrophilic nature of fiber and nanoclay, they exhibited poor 
interfacial interaction to hydrophobic polymer matrix. In order to enhance the interfacial 
interaction among fiber, polymer, and nanofillers, the chemically treated jute (with 3-
isocyanatopropyltriethoxy silane) and organically modified five types of montmorillonite 
(MMT) nanoclay (MMT-1.28E, MMT-1.30E, MMT-1.31PS, MMT-1.34TCN, and MMT-
1.44P) were used for the manufacturing of nanocomposites in this study. It had been reported 
by the author that the silane treated jute with organically modified 2 wt% of MMT nanoclay 
loaded jute polyethylene nanocomposite showed a substantial improvement in mechanical 
properties [2]. The thermal properties of silane treated jute/polyethylene/MMT nanoclay 
nanocomposites had not been reported yet. Therefore, in this study, the effects of nanoclay 
on the improvement of thermal properties of silane treated jute fiber reinforced 
polyethylene/clay nanocomposites have been investigated. The thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA) was used to study the thermal behaviour of the 15 wt% fiber loaded composites 
reinforced silane treated jute with and without different types of nanoclay are shown in 
Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. TGA Curves for 15 wt% fiber loaded STJPEC, STJPECC-1.28E, STJPECC-

1.30E, STJPECC-1.31PS, STJPECC-1.34TCN, and STJPECC-1.44P. 
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The maximum rate of decomposition patterns of the prepared composites was observed in 
two stages. The first stage was observed within 288-330 C attributed to the degradation of 
lignin and hemicellulose. The second stage appeared within 372-388 C indicating the 
degradation of cellulose and other cellulosic matters from the fiber which lead to the char 
formation [3]. The addition of nanoclay led to a positive effect on thermal degradation which 
is indicated by higher thermal stability. The decomposition peaks of MMT incorporated 
composites (STJPECC) showed higher value than without nanoclay composite (STJPEC). 
The highest decomposition was observed for MMT-1.31PS nanoclay filled nanocomposite 
(STJPECC-1.31PS) among five nanoclay used in this research. This might be due to the 
MMT with greater carbon number of modifier that increases the hydrophobicity and finally 
increased interfacial adhesion between polymer matrix and MMT [4]. In contrast, MMT with 
less carbon number of modifier are poorly dispersed inside the composite system which 
cause air bubble and agglomerations [5]. It had also been reported earlier that the increase in 
thermal stability for chemically treated jute/polyethylene/clay nanocomposites [6, 7]. The 
above observations support the improved interfacial interaction between jute, polymer 
matrix and nanoclay due to addition of nanofiller.  

The findings of this study provide evidence that the interfacial interaction among fiber, 
polymer matrix and nanoclay has become more favorable due to the carbon number of 
nanoclay modifier into the composite system. This work will help to develop the 
performance of nanocomposites in structural applications. 
 
Acknowledgment: The authors would like to thankfully acknowledge the financial support 
provided by Universiti Malaysia Sarawak under the DPD Research Grant 
F02/DPD/1598/2017.  
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This paper is intended to determine the characteristics of artificial lightweight 
aggregate (ALWA) made from industrial solid wastes such as Palm Oil Fuel Ash 
(POFA) and Fly Ash (FA) using cold bonding method. Nowadays, the growth of 
industries is increasing due to the rapid change in population, and as a result, a large 
amount of industrial solid wastes is generated and dumped in landfills without any 
profitable return. FA and POFA are industrial waste materials commonly found in 
Malaysia. FA has been used in the construction of some structures which includes 
Petronas Twin Towers, the Second Malaysia-Singapore Causeway [1], and roller 
compacted concrete dam [2]. However, the usage of FA is still not widely applied in 
construction industry. In Malaysia, approximately 2.7 million tonnes of POFA is 
estimated to be discharged in year 2014 [3]. In particular, Sarawak is 2nd largest palm 
planted area in Malaysia, with an estimated 0.6 million tonnes of POFA generated in 
year 2014 alone [3]. As the quantity of POFA discharged is expected to increase 
annually, the allocation of transportation costs and landfills for the disposal of POFA 
are not effective ways to manage this waste as it may lead to environmental problems in 
the future (see Figure 1).  
 

  
 

Figure 1. POFA Discharged from Mill and Dumped in Landfill 
 
FA, POFA, of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) were used in 
this study. All the materials were obtained locally. The combination of NaOH and 
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industrial grade Na2SiO3 were used as the binder in this study. The raw materials, 
POFA and FA were mixed homogeneously in a tray. The percentage of POFA to  FA 
used in this study was 80% and 20%, respectively. The molarities of sodium hydroxide 
used were 8M and 10M and ratio of sodium silicate to sodium hydroxide used was 1:1  
by volume in this study. Pelletisation was carried out in a pelletiser disc of 570 mm 
diameter, with an inclined angle of 74° and a speed of 55 rpm. After production, these 
pellets were cured in a sealed container for 28 days. At the end of the curing period, the 
properties of aggregate were analysed, which includes particle density, bulk density, 
water absorption, and crushing strength. 
 
All the aggregates are satisfied the requirements as lightweight aggregates , in which 
particle density of aggregate not exceeding 2000 kg/m3 or a loose bulk density of 
aggregate not exceeding 1200 kg/m3. The results show that greater molarity of NaOH 
would give higher bulk density and particle density of POFA FA aggregates.  Increasing 
in concentration of NaOH would reduce the water absorption of POFA FA aggregates.  
The crushing strength of all aggregates are increasing from 3 days to 28 days regardless 
of NaOH concentration. Aggregate with higher molarity of NaOH (10M) shows a better 
crushing strength as compared to aggregate with lower molarity of NaOH (8M).  
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Figure 2. The Strength Development of POFA FA Aggregates for Different Molarity of 

NaOH 
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The palm oil mill industry is a vital aspect of the agricultural sector that has contributed 
immensely to the world economic growth. The development of this sector has been on 
downward trend recently due to world economic recession, the technological input for oil 
extraction is the factor that contributes to this production setback in the industry [1]. 
Therefore, there is the need to develop an advanced technology that will enable a 
spontaneous increase in the Oil Extraction Rate (OER).  
 
This study is aimed at the development of technological mode of operation for the thresher 
unit which has seldom been neglected over the years. A computational numerical analysis 
has been selected for this study with the simulation of applied force of stickiness together 
with the necessary centrifugal force from within and outside of the thresher (in Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1. (a) The Total Force acted at the whole body of the Thresher Drum (b) Resolution of Forces 

across the body of thresher after the Simulation Study. 
 
The thresher design has been drawn using Solid Work® software in a 3D Dimension. The 
mesh geometers of the thresher obtained have been imported into the ANSYS® 14.0 
software. The thresher shape domains were drawn based on Serian Palm Oil mill “Technical 
drawing (Drawing Number: SEPOM/TS/11)”. Similarly, a finite element for the thresher to 
study the two varieties of the palm fruit: Dura and Tenera has been obtained. In order to 
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obtained the resultant force, the effects of the type of fruits, material of thresher, loading 
within and outside of the thresher and rotational velocity have been studied [2]. 
 
The resistance force has been obtained through the calculation all the loads obtains from the 
thresher body as well as from its revolution per minute (rpm). The calculation of the impact 
of the opposite force either same or higher was done for both inside and outside of the 
thresher and has proposed to ascertain gravity of forces of the fruit spikelet on the thresher. 
The result from this study will be useful in the design of an efficient process for achieving 
high oil extraction rate in the palm oil mill Industry. 
 

 
Figure 2. (a) Graph of Dura Varieties using Structural Steel (b) Graph of Tenera Varieties 

using Structural Steel 
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A study to identify the effect of surfactant to conductivity of the hole transporting layer 
(HTL) solution of organic solar cells (OSC) was conducted. Ethylene glycol, sorbitol
and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) are the frequently used surfactants to increase the HTL 
conductivity,[1]–[3] while Triton X-100 is a surfactant that is mainly used to wet the 
HTL solution on other organic layers surfaces.[1], [4] Therefore, the conductivity of 
HTL added with Triton X-100 at different concentrations was conducted and compared 
to that of the added DMSO.  
 
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly (styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT: PSS) Clevios 
PH100 from Heraus was used as the HTL solution. Both DMSO and Triton X-100 were 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. PEDOT: PSS solution with 1.0 wt% and 2.0 wt% of 
different surfactants were prepared separately. Pristine PEDOT: PSS solution was also 
prepared as a control solution. The solutions were stirred for 5 hours before spin coated 
on the cleaned glass substrates at 1000 rpm for 60 seconds. Then, the substrates were 
heated at 200°C for 10 minutes. Two probe method with Keithley 2450 source meter 
were used to measure the film resistivity by applying Eq.1, then converted to the 
conductivity by using Eq.2. Finally, the surface morphologies of the films were 
characterized by using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).  
 

IL
VA --------------    Eq. (1) 

 
1  --------------     Eq. (2) 

 

(S/m)tyconductiviσ(m)lengthL
(A)currentI(V)voltageVm)(yresistivitρ  

 
Based on our findings, we can conclude that by increasing the Triton X-100 and DMSO 
concentration to the PEDOT: PSS solution lead to higher conductivity (Figure 1). 
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Triton shows that it can act both as wetting surfactant as well as improves the PEDOT: 
PSS conductivity which will lead to a higher power conversion efficiency of OSC 
although DMSO shows higher concentration than Triton X-100. Surface morphologies 
of PEDOT: PSS films with different DMSO concentration exhibit similar surface 
condition probably due to low concentration of the surfactant.  
 

 
Figure 1. Conductivity of PEDOT: PSS films with different concentration of Triton X-

100 and DMSO. 
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The increasing demand of sago flour in various areas mainly the food industry indicates the 
need to enhance the productivity of sago. Sago is a powdery starch which is extracted from 
the pith inside the trunk of sago palm called Metoxylon Sagu. Metroxylon is derived from 
the Greek word meaning heart wood. Sago is a primary staple food for the lowland people 
such in New Guinea and the Moluccas [1]. The people tend to cook and eat the sago in the 
form of pan cake with fish. In Malaysia, sago is inexpensive and reliable source of starch 
although it is not a staple food [2]. Sago palm has the highest production among the starchy 
crop and it has been named as the ‘starch crop of 21st century’ [3]. One sago palm is able to 
yield around 150 to 300 kg of sago. 
 
In conventional sago mill, the most economic method to dry the sago is wood-fired 
technique which including the burning of wood [4]. Unfortunately, the inefficient usage of 
wood fired dehydrator and the greenhouse gas emission are degrading the environment. For 
solar drying, the method is time consuming and subjected to weather constraint especially 
when cloudy and rainy day. For hot air drying, the process takes longer time to be 
completed. For example, under 50-60°C the process takes 90-120 minutes to decrease the 
moisture content in tapioca sago from 40% to 10%. It is also found that the tapioca moisture 
content drop from 30% to 10% in 60 minutes at 30-35°C [5]. 
 
In this research, conceptual design of new sago drying machine is developed to support the 
sago industry by providing solution for drying process. The machine consists of three main 
components namely the tray, mixer and support area as shown in Figure 1. Before the 
fabrication is conducted, the mathematical modelling and simulation analysis is conducted to 
verity the new design. In this paper, the analysis of new sago drying machine is discussed. 
The analysis includes power transmission, tray bending, support bending, mixer vibration 
and shaft analysis. The analysis shows that the design can be operated theoretically. The 
general dimension and material selection for the drying machine is shown in Table 1.  
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Figure 1. Conceptual design of new sago drying machine 

 
Table 1. General dimension and material selection of sago drying machine 

Subassembly General Dimension Material 

Tray 20cm height x 90cm diameter 
Thickness 1mm Stainless steel (standard part) 

Support 100cm x 100cm x 20cm Mild steel (standard part) 
Mixer 20cm height x 85cm long Stainless steel (standard part) 

Dryer Chamber 110cm x 110cm x 150cm Polycarbonate, Polyethylene 
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It is envisaged that high strength fibre reinforced concrete could exhibit high 
compressive and tensile strength under loadings. This paper is intended to assess the 
effect of fibre (polypropylene) volume inclusion in mortar mixed with Palm Oil Fuel 
Ash (POFA). Experimental studies are carried out as tabulated in Table 1 to assess the 
mechanical behavior of fibre reinforced mortar and comparing them with normal 
concrete. Compressive strength and split tensile tests are conducted in this study. In the 
experiments, the aspect ratio of fibre (polypropylene) volume inclusion is fixed to 33. 
An optimum volume of 40% microfine POFA (1-10μm) is included as partial cement 
replacement. POFA is initially burned up to 500°C for 90 minutes to eliminate excess 
carbon and moisture.  
 

Table 1. Mortar samples for mechanical tests 
 

Samples OPC POFA Fibre 
A 100% - - 
B 100% - 10 kg/m3 
C 100% - 15 kg/m3 
D 100% - 20 kg/m3 
E 60% 40% - 
F 60% 40% 10 kg/m3 
G 60% 40% 15 kg/m3 
H 60% 40% 20 kg/m3 

 
It can be observed from Figure 1 that mortar mixed with POFA has slower early strength 
compared to mortar that contains 100% OPC. This is due to the fact that there was a prolong 
hydration process of POFA. Lower cement content in the mix and pozzolanic behaviour 
were the main cause for reducing heat of hydration in concrete that contains POFA. The 
effect of fibre dosage inclusion on compressive strength can be seen in Figure 1. As can be 
observed in the inclusion of 10 kg/m3 polypropylene fibre, there is increase in the 
compressive strength 80.5 Mpa (100% OPC-56 days) and 79.5Mpa (40% POFA as partial 
cement replacement-56 days). The increase in compressive reading for 10 kg/m3 fibre 
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inclusion may be due to transverse confinement effect of polypropylene fibre that restrained 
the lateral expansion of mortar cube samples [1].  Inclusion of fibre may aid in arresting the 
development of microcracks which leads to higher value of compressive strength.  
 
The decrease in compressive strength reading is envisaged due to increase in voids and 
perturbation of matrix. In addition to the fibre quantity, perturbation also depends on the 
ability of matrix to accommodate fibre [2]. Therefore, addition of fibre is a balancing 
between microcracks bridging and additional voids that is caused by fibre addition. In this 
study, the optimum fibre dosage inclusion is 20 kg/m3 that exhibit 82.4Mpa and 78.7 MPa 
stresses at 56 days of curing for both 100% OPC and 40%POFA inclusion samples, 
respectively.   
 

 
 
Figure 1: Average Compressive Strength of Samples as tabulated in Table 1 at the 7th, 28th  

and 56thdays of water curing. 
 
Results from split tensile strength test show that mix that contain 40% ultrafine POFA as 
partial cement replacement mixed with 10kg/m3 of polypropylene fibre has the highest 
average reading of tensile strength at 28 days of curing, 6.6 MPa. Inclusion of fibre in mortar 
sample helps to increase the flexural strength as well as bridging the crack propagation in 
mortar sample. Too much fibre addition in mortar sample slowly degrading the tensile 
strength of mortar.  
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Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a biodegradable polymer with excellent mechanical 
properties, non–toxic, good film-forming ability and water soluble. Cellulose nanofiber 
(CNF) has a potential as reinforcement material with PVA as CNF showing good 
mechanical properties, organic and abundant in nature.  
 

Figure 2. SEM images for untreated CNF/PVA-p 40 wt% (b) SEM images for 
heat treated CNF/PVA-p 40 wt% 

a b 

a b 

Figure 1. SEM images for untreated CNF/PVA-f 40 wt% (b) SEM images for heat 
treated CNF/PVA-f 40 wt% 
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